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I. Introduction 

Of all the institutional issues associated with nuclear waste 

management--that is, of all the questions about which organizations 

should plan, regulate, and 111anage waste operations--none is :more poli-

tically complex than the question of the states' role in siting waste 

repositories. Legal powers in this area are unclear: the courts have 

not decided whether the states have the Constitutional authority to 

block a facility that the federal government wants. State concerns 

cannot be simply ignored, however, since litigation by a recalcitrant 

state almost surely could stop such a facility for some time. 1 Con-

gress could try to ease the states' fears by giving each of them a 

veto over proposed repositories, but concern exists that every state 

would exercise that veto, leaving the country without places to put 
. 2 

its nuclear garbage. 

The Interagency Review Group and later President Carter side-

stepped the question of federal preemption versus state veto. Instead, 

they proposed a new process designed to resolve federal-state disputes 

before positions polarize and the situation becomes a matter of which 

level of government will impose its views on the other. Their proposal 

was to create a new federal-state process of "consultation and concurrence." 

"Under the framework of consultation and concurrence," said Mr. Carter 

last February, "a host state will have a continuing role in Federal 

decisionmaking on the siting, design and construction of a high level 

waste repository."3 The President did not define exactly what that 
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that role might be. In late July, the Senate passed a bill (S.2189) 

that set forth procedures for federal-state interaction and which, in 

the event of a dispute between the Energy Department and a state, 

would have given Congress the final authority to decide whether 

the Department Eay apply to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for 

1 . 4 a 1cense. The House did not accept this Senate language, but even 

if the next Congress does it still will be up to DOE and such advisors 

as the State Planning Council to define "consultation and concurrence" 

(.C&C) more precisely and to specify .detailed :roles and p:rocedures. 

DOE also will need to decide what :role C&C is to play in overall 

national efforts to :resolve waste Jllanagement conflicts. Consultation 

and concurrence is not the only process that will be used to help 

build agreement. Others include DOE processes of public :review and 

participation, :resea:rch and development activities aimed at settling 

factual questions, Nuclear Regulatory Commission proceedings, federal 

interagency decision efforts, and of course Congressional policy~making. 

This paper tries to define the issues that will face the Energy 

Depa:rtment as it implements consultation and concurrence. The first 

section discusses the political disputes that C&C is supposed to help 

resolve and what their cha:racteristics imply for the design and imple-

mentation of a consultation and concurrence program. A second section 

examines several selected topics relevant to the implementation of a 

C&C process, including the possible impact of S.2189 1s provisions on 

efforts to build federal-state agreement and C&C's place in the over-
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all national attempt to build this agTeement on nucleaT waste plans. 

II. Resolving Disputes 

A. The purpose of consultation and concurrence 

The stated purpose of consultation and concurrence is to resolve 

federal-state disputes over the siting of waste repositories before a 

confrontation develops between the two levels of government, and to 

have the disputes resolved by the federal and state governments them-

selves, rather than by the courts. The InteTagency Review Group puts 

it this way: 

Consultation and concurrence ... implies an on-going 
paTticipation and the development of a cooperative rela
tionship between states and all relevant Federal agen
cies during program planning and the site identification 
and characteTization programs on a regional basis using 
the systems approach, through the identification of spe
cific sites, the joint decision on a facility, any sub
sequent licensing process, and thTough the entire peTiod 
of opeTation and deconnnissioning.S 

A close obseTVer of nuclear waste policy has amplified this theme: 

The key to the consultation and concurrence process 
is that conflicts between a state and federal government 
can be worked out through a process of dialogue and accom
modation better than by a process of judicial confronta
tion, which may produce a winner and a loser but no work
able solution to a nuclear waste problem.6 

All of this attention to federal-state relations stems of course 

from a basic fact: while state legal poweTs are unclear, in practice 

a state can use litigation OT lobbying in Congress to delay or even 

kill a waste facility that it does not want within its borders. In 

fact, at last count thirteen states had enacted Constitutionally-ques-

tionable but politically-significant legislation prohibiting nuclear 
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waste repositories within theiT borders. 7 FTam the fedeTal govern-

ment's point of view, consultation and concUTrence is an attempt to 

win state apPToval foT federal waste activities, paTticulaTly site 

exploTation, by guaranteeing the states full access to information 

d 1 . d . . k' 8 an a ro e 1n ec1s1on-Ea 1ng. FoT theiT paTt, the states and 

theiT advocates in Congress see C&C as a Eeans to prevent arbi traTy 

b ha · b 'th ·a a a 1 du 1 a· 9 e v1or y e1 er s1 e an as an or er y PTOCe Te to Teso ve 1sputes. 

But since the concept fiTst was pToposed, most discussions of it 

have focused on what happens if the pTocess fails to pToduce agreement. 

Should the states have a Tight of "nonconcurrence" (i.e., a -veto) in 

case the federal government and a state cannot Tesolve theiT dispute, 

OT will federal pTeemption be invoked in the end? This question was 

often asked at the September 1979 Orcas· Island :meeting on c&<f-QTeflec-

ting both the importance of the -veto question and awaTeness that con-

sul tation and concurrence Eay not be able to settle these differences. 

MoTe recently the Senate considered gi-ving the states a -veto but even-

tually Tejected the idea. In any event, the question o£ who should 

have the final woTd is a political value judgement, and a decision 

that Congress :may tTy to make itself. 

However, a second, equally important question has received less 

attention: What kind of consultation and concuTrence process would 

have the best chance of actually resolving--even preventing--these 

particulaT .federal-state disputes, and what specific govermnent necha-

niSJns Eight be used? This is the question I focus on in the pages 

that follow. 
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I argue that the debate over nuclear waste is marked by serious 

technical uncertainties and genuine value differences. If consulta

tion and concuTTence is to help reduce conflict and build agTeement 

on these matters, it must be more than simply a mechanism for sharing 

information OT allowing states to comment on proposed DOE plans. It 

also must be a forum for (i) effectivelyYerifying technical findings 

to the satisfaction of the states and (ii) negotiating agTeements on 

value questions and then changing waste management plans accordingly. 

That is, the best strategy for implementing consultation and concur

rence is one of "verification and negotiation". It is an iterative, 

participatory approach, one that involves receiYing regular "feedback" 

from the states and successive reformulations of plans. It is not a 

"linear" process where one, unchanging plan is presented and then 

approved by the various authorities. 

To explain how and why such a strategy can help produce true poli

tical agreement, we need to review both the character of waste manage

ment disputes and the kinds of decision-making procedures that foster 

verification and negotiation. It is to these matters that we now turn. 

B. Nature of the political disputes 

The first step in studying consultation and concurrence matters 

is to analyze the disputes that C&C is supposed to help resolve. In 

the case of waste management, citizens argue over these three well

known sets of issues: 
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• Factual questions. State officials and citizen groups wonder 

what risks are involved in hosting a waste repository and es

pecially whether it really will work as promised. They also 

worry about the "non-radiological" impacts of a Tepository.11 

• Differences over the definition of safety. What is considered 

to be a "safe" facility or a "safe" national wastemanagement 

program is a value judgement, since risks that may be accept

able to one group nay not be acceptable to others. 

• Other-value differences. Groups also differ over such matters 

as financing, compensation, the national distribution of nuclear 

wastes, and the procedures to be used to decide repository ques

tions. Questions of equity are particularly important. A state 

may feel that a given DOE plan puts an "unfair" burden on it. 

Or local citizens may feel that they deserve some sort of com

pensation in return for accepting a project. States may also 

want concessions on matters of timing, transportation routes, 

socio-economic impacts, employment, and so forth. And a state 

may want something else (say, in the way of oil or coal policy) 

in return for accepting a repository. 

Clearly, the factual questions are related to the value issues. As 

long as the "facts" are not clear, value differences are likely to remain 

sharp. However, simply "settling" such factual disputes will not by itself 

bring policy agreement; the value differences remain and require negotia-

tion if agreement is to be built. 

The "task" of waste policy-making :mechanisms--including consultation 

and concurrence--would appear to be to resolve and to the extent possible 

prevent disputes over these matters. To be "successful" in winning sup-

port for a repository plan, C&C--in conjunction with the other efforts 

to settle differences--most likely would have to "resolve" all three 
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sets of disputes to the satisfaction of at least key state officials 

and their main constituencies. It would have to build fairly stable 

"working agreements." 

But this task will be difficult, given that people disagree so 

sharply on these issues. Why is this? In order tounderstand these 

disputes better, we must re-examine some very f'amiliar questions about 

the politics of nuclear waste: Why do people oppose nuclear waste pro-

jects? Why are the disputes between proponents and critics so difficult 

to resol-ve? And what do the answers to these first two questions suggest 

about how DOE might best try to resolve the disputes? 

I want to approach these questions by asking something that under-

lies them all: What is it about nuclear waste generally and specifically 

about the projects proposed to date that tends to increase public con-

cern, skepticism, and opposition? 

There are three main reasons. First, the nature of nuclear waste--

its properties, if you will--do not make waste repositories seem very 

attractive or their siting particularly urgent. The following list of 

properties is familiar but worth repeating: 

• High risks. Many people perceive nuclear waste facilities to 

be highly risky, largely because the wastes are seen as unusually 

dangerous materials, because they are dangerous for immense 

periods of time, and because exposure to the risk is essentially 

"involuntary" for those people living around repositories. 12 

• High technical uncertainty. Whether facilities will work as 

designed and what health and safety consequences would follow 

from failure a-re not clearly understood or proven at this time. 
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Uncertainty exists partly because repositories are a 

new kind of facility; we have no direct operating 

experience with them. 

• No imminent health threat. Yet at the same time there is 

no compelling technical or health reason to rush into dis

posal. 

• Long lead-time. Unlike most construction projects, the 

federal nuclear waste program will take years to design, 

discuss and deploy, making periodic reevaluations and pro

gram changes more likely. 

• Uneven distribution of benefits and risks. The people who 

benefit from nuclear power live all over the country. Yet 

it is likely that only a few states and communities will be 

asked to assume the dangerous burden of handling the wastes. 

Thus there is a significant difference between those who get 

the benefits and those who bear the risks.13 

Second, government policy--at least in the past--has been to pro-

pose projects that also have certain additional properties. Two such 

properties are particularly important politically: 

• The government has announced its interest to build test faci

lities in specific areas before publicly demonstrating the 

safety and reliability of the basic technology. 

• The government has offered few incentives to localities-

either assurances that they will not be asked to assume the 

full burden of waste disposal or else benefits that would 

make a repository look more attractive. 

The third factor that people react to is the historical legacy o£ 

past nuclear waste programs. If the government were perceived as 

willing and able to do an excellent job with its waste programs--
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technically, organizationally, and politically--then few citizens 

would be concerned and opposition would be minimal. But historically 

this has not been the case with U.S. nuclear waste politics. High 

public expectations seem to be one half of the explanation. Many 

people apparently expect technical programs to run well--perhaps a 

legacy of the reputation for high performance enjoyed by such efforts 

as the Apollo program. Shortcomings in performance or the appearance 

of incompetence can severely damage the reputation of an agency. Also, 

segments of the public now expect to participate in major decisions 

affecting them. Any appearance of trying to build something without 

consulting affected parties first tends to generate opposition. The 

other half of the explanation is that for whatever reason, past efforts 

by DOE and its predecessors to site repositories have been perceived 

by many citizens and state officials as technically flawed and politi

~4 cally arrogant. The result has been skepticism and distrust of govern-

ment waste programs, complicating DOE's more recent efforts to site repo-

sitories. In some cases, too, DOE has simply fallen victim to today's 

general distrust of all government.15 

Given these various properties of the U.S. waste management effort, 

it is not surprising that citizens and state officials react the way 

they do. Those who would benefit from waste disposal--but would not 

have to bear its burdens--have an incentive to push for repositories. 

But given the high stakes and limited local benefits, those living in 

potential host communities have few incentives to accept a repository 

and are likely to be less than enthusiastic about having one in their 
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own backyard. Moreover, the uneven distribution of benefits and risks 

makes nuclear waste disputes much harder to resolve than most other 

energy facility siting conflicts. The absence of federal programs to 

compensate localities for these risks further complicates matters. 

Second, the presence of high stakes affects what kind of project 

people will accept. They tend to reject any facility that does not 

meet their definition of safety. This point, in turn, affects bargaining 

between them and the government. People will bargain on a wide range 

of matters--but generally not on matters that may affect their personal 

safety. If the citizens of a community feel that a proposed waste 

repository is "unsafe" (by their definition), then the usual bargaining 

strategy of simply offering more money will not work. The presence of 

high technical uncertainty further complicates the issue. It becomes 

hard to "prove" to skeptics that a proposed facility will be safe, 

reliable, and not a major,hazard. 

Third, the long life of the wastes also contributes to certain 

kinds of concerns. Some groups may expect that all possible failure 

modes be identified in advance and appropriate preventive steps taken. 

They may also want clear evidence of such planning before they give 

their political support. 

Fourth, with new information coming in periodically, it is not 

surprising to see people also change their minds about one aspect of 

the program or another. And attempts to authorize a project without 

first consulting those affected--and revising proposals to reflect 

their concerns--are likely to encounter major opposition. 
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Some other political responses to these properties of nuclear waste 

are less obvious. In particular, the combination of high technical uncer

tainty plus high stakes not only makes it difficult to persuade individual 

skeptics. It also helps polarize political positions--and thus exacer

bates the conflicts between groups. The reason is that people tend to 

fall back on general beliefs and values when the facts of a situation are 

unclear. For example, some people believe that "experts" and government 

officials are untrustworthy; others take the opposite view. Some believe 

that technical projects generally are full of problems; others have 

great confidence in technology. Some people are risk-averse and prefer 

not to take chances when the exact likelihood of accidents is unknown; 

others are more willing to take risks, especially when the project 

is linked to something they value, such as the future of nuclear power. 

Under conditions of uncertainty, people often base their opinion of a 

particular project on these more general criteria. 

In short, some people are likely to find a given waste management 

proposal "reasonable," while others, with different beliefs and values, 

will strongly disagree. Each position is internally consistent and 

logical. Thus it is unfortunate that some people on each side label 

the others irrational for not seeing "the facts" the same way they do. 

The net results are more polarized policy positions than would exist 

under conditions of certainty. 

Of course, while reducing factual uncertainty is a necessary pre

condition for agreement, it certainly is not a sufficient one. Some 

groups will find the now clearly-defined risks acceptable while others 
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with different values may not. It is not a matter of who is "right" 

and who is "wrong;" the two sides simply have different values and 

preferences. 

Finally, high stakes combined with negative attitudes toward 

government have brought more actors into the debate--more state officials, 

more local citizen groups, and more environmentalists. Many of these 

actors are more skeptical and difficult to persuade than the industry 

groups that federal agencies traditionally dealt with. They also tend 

to stay involved longer, often examining small details far beyond the 

initial stages of a project. 

In short, many groups are now involved in the waste management 

debate, the skeptics among them are numerous and hard to win over, 

and the policy differences between the two sides are enormous. 

These political features of the waste debate--themselves consequences 

of the present properties of nuclear waste--add up to deep political 

disagreement, that is, to absence of consensus. Moreover, 

consensus cannot be built easily i this situation. It cannot be built, 

for instance, simply by disseminat"ng existing technical information 

(many will find the data inconclus"ve); or by offering ~oney to 

affected communities (money helps ut does not eliminate safety 

concerns); or by allowing formal ublic participation (it also helps, 

but only if people feel their view have a real impact on policy); 

or by asking people to simply trus the government and its experts 

(many will not). Wariness has ome the dominant state attitude 

toward federal waste management grams, and state officials will 
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not automatically accept DOE's ideas on what to do. To these people 

it is not clear which option is the best way to proceed or whose voice 

is the most trustworthy. 

Having said all this, we turn to the next question: What do 

these various findings about the politics of nuclear waste suggest 

about how the Energy Department might try to resolve the disputes? 

The answer seems to have two parts. First is the well-known 

point that some of these troublesome properties of waste management 

can be made less troublesome through either research or changes in 

DOE policy. Of all the properties of nuclear waste itself, technical 

uncertainty is the one most amenable to DOE efforts--though of course 

it can never be completely eliminated. In addition, the government 

can change the two policies we mentioned above--approaching communities 

before safety is ''demonstrated" and approaching them before equity is 

ensured. And efforts to improve overall program competence naturally 

would do much to restore the Department's credibility with the public. 

That is a crucial step toward rebuilding public confidence and 

support. 

Second, though, is the other side of the coin. What programs can 

be used to resolve the inevitable remaining disputes? It is here that 

we get into the issue of what such processes as consultation and 

concurrence can do to help settle disputes--disputes over facts as 

well as over values. 
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c. Setting factUal questions 

We can now further discuss how these properties of the waste 

issues complicate the job of resolving disputes over factual matters. 

We also can identify some of the features a consultation and concur-

renee process needs to overcome these complications. 

Again* the combination of high risks (and thus high stakes) with 

high technical uncertainty leads people to be Yery careful and skep-

tical about assertions that a particular facility will be safe. It 

may also be hard to convince them that the government is correct in its 

estimates of the facility's non-radiological impacts on the community, 

such as socio-economic impacts and more subtle effects. Distrust of 

the government and a persistent feeling that much basic research remains 

to be donemake it even harder to convince skeptics, DOE's research and 

development programs tend to be treated harshly. One critic, California 

Energy Commissioner Gene Yaranin~put it this way in a 1979 paper: 

Historically, programs postulated or developed to 
resolve the nuclear waste program have resulted in en
gineering disappointments, raising public anxieties and 
further increasing the necessity of convincing the pub
lic that the nuclear waste issue can be properly managed. 

He then adds that 

The main stream Federal programs in demonstrating 
the technology of managing high level nuclear 'l'.rastes 
have grossly overemphasized the mining, handling, and 
emplacement engineering aspects of the problem to the 
detriment of using the scientific method to develop 
evidence to establish that a sufficient level of con
fidence associated with our ability to isolate wastes 
for very long periods of time. 

Such quotes are included not to heap further criticism on DOE 

but to illustrate the very high real depth of skepticism that exists 
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here. Given the skepticism, what can DOE do about it, and what 

role can a consultation and concurrence process play in this effort? 

First, it is important to recognize the range of factual ques

tions that will be raised--questions about the geology of mined repo

sitories, the structural integrity of waste cannisters, the reliability 

of the all-too-human organizations that will transport and emplace the 

wastes, and various impacts on the communities and people involved. 

Given the number of questions that remain unanswered to the satisfac

tion of politically important skeptics, more research and evidence are 

vital. This work, of course, is not a task for the consultation and 

concurrence process but rather for DOE and NRC research and development, 

But again, this research has become politically as well as technically 

important to the waste program. Moreover, DOE should design its R&D 

program with these politically significant questions in mind. Other 

papers by our Berkeley group17suggest strategies for conducting more 

research on organizational reliability and program impacts. Consulta

tion and concurrence can help these efforts by serving as a forum to 

identify R&D issues and to discuss research priorities. 

Second, consultation and concurrence processes can help resolve 

factual disputes by serving as a forum for verifying solid research 

findings. Verification is important because in today's political cli

mate of distrust skeptics will not simply accept DOE's interpretation 

of research findings--or any assurances of program reliability based 

on these results. Instead, they are likely to demand credible, inde-" 

pendent verification of any findings that purport to clear up major 
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unceTtainties or "prove'' the safety of a particular proposal. While 

analyses by the EnviTonmental Protection Agency, the NRC, and such 

outside panels as the National Academy of Sciences and fedeTal ad

visory g:roups can play a valuable :role heTe,18 so can the C&C process, 

It provides a 111echanism in which state experts (pe:rhaps funded by DOE) 

and scientists from citizen groups can examine DOE's evidence. If 

these independent Teviewe:rs agree with DOE, it will go a long way 

toward Tesolving disputes over what the facts aTe, 

The Three Mile Island case provides an example of how such a 

Teview can help. Local citizens in the TMI area simply did not t:rust 

the Nuclear Regulato-ry Conunission when it sai.d that --venting krypton 

gas at the plant was safe, The agency was so distrusted that nothing 

it said or did convinced these residents~-a situation that NRC found 

bewildering and frustrating. Only when Governor Thornburgh asked the 

Union of Concerned Scientists to investigate and they said that venting 

posed no physical hazard did citizen objections subside.19 Similar 

independent reviews111ight clear up citizen doubts about a particular 

new DOE Tepository design--assuming of course that the design is a 

good one and the outside experts find the experimental evidence suf

ficient and convincing. 

The assertions to be examined and--if found sound--to be verified 

include more than just those covering geology and engineering hardware. 

The Three Mile Island accident heightened public awareness of the 

role human and organizational failure can play in nuclear accidents. 

DOE may find it advisable to develop its organizational plans for 
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waste repositories early and present them to the states at the be-

ginning of any site selection stage of consultation and concurrence. 

Note that this Three Mile Island arrangement for reviewing govern

ment plans differs from that of a "science court" or a "siting jury."
30 

It is certainly possible that once they establish their credibility new 

groups of "impartial" experts could help clarify technical matters--

though their views on such value questions as the acceptability of a 

given proposal might carry no more weight than those of any other group 

of general citizens. But early suspicions and uncertainties about the 

ideological biases of any new "impartial" group would be inevitable, de-

laying its effectiveness. This especially would be the case if the group 

had "governance" responsibilities, that is, if they were to help decide 

policy as well as offer advice. 

More familiar to Americans is the case where frankly partisan groups 

21 of experts challenge each other. When the experts disagree many citi-

zens find reason to ask for more research or to fall back on general 

value positions; when the experts agree on the scientific and technical 

soundness of the evidence behind a given policy proposal, then citizens 

often find little reason to object to the government's version of the 

facts. 

Of course, such partisan debate can be messy and confusing, One 

promising technique for clarifying where experts agree and disagree 

on a particular issue is that of "scientific mediation," where a neutral 

meqiator or arbitrator sifts through the arguments of both sides and 

highlights these points of agreement and disagreement. A recent paper 
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suggests applying this technique to the nuclear waste controversy. 22 

The staff of the State Planning Council also has raised the possibility 

of using such neutral arbitrators to help resolYe substantive conflicts. 23 

This discussion, then, argues for making verification activities 

a central part of any consultation and concurrence process. The key 

to doing this is ensuring that state officials have their own expert 

staffs and consultants. It also agrues for providing information and 

perhaps technical assistance to those citizen groups most trusted by 

state officials. If the states have difficulty funding their own 

expert staff, then DOE should give serious consideration to providing 

federal money for this purpose, Also, the Department's present policy 

of contracting for research with universities and state agencies in 

those regions under geological investigation will help create knowledge

able groups of local experts. 

D. Resolving value disputes 

How can the Energy Department put together a broadly-supported 

waste management program? One strategy might be for the Department 

or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to "analyse" the politics of 

the situation and propose policies likely to win wide political appro

val. Or alternately, they might ask Congress for a firm set of poli

cies--on such controversial issues as safety, distribution of wastes, 

and so forth--to guide the development of particular projects. The 

difficulty is that neither of these approaches will work, and for a 

reason discussed earlier~ the absence of political consensus. 

In a paper prepared for the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation~ 
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24 Gerald Garvey gives thenain reason why: 

In the field of NWTS [National Waste Terminal 
Storage Program] policy, an undue reliance on either. 
technical analysis ... or on administrative decision
making Ti.e., the assumption that D.O.E. officials 
can "solve the problem i~ will prove nisplaced, since 
the efficacy of the analytic and the administrative 
processes can be relied upon only after a solid legis~ 
lative mandate to move ahead with vigor has been 
achieved. Such a legislative mandate itself must 
be based on a strong consensus at the popular level. 
As a matter of political fact, no such consensus 
today exists with respect to the nuclear program gen
erally, let alone with respect to one of the least 
understood and potentiallymost frightening components 
of the program--namely, nuclear waste storage, The 
real source of delay in the overall U.S. nuclear pro
gram is to be found in the absence of a popular level 
consensus ... 

To the extent that a program as controversial and 
as difficult as an NWTS plan is mounted by D.O.E. with
out the backing of such a mandate, it will be at its 
most vulnerable so far as organized opposition is con
cerned, particularly in the litigative arena. As a con
sequence, functionaires within the appropriate admini
strative and regulatory institutions will probably find 
it quite impossible to move ahead on a coherent program-
this even though marching orders may have been officially 
issued by the President and the Secretary of Energy.* 

That is, neither of these two standard strategies for developing 

coherent programs will work in the absence of a solid, stable politi-

cal consensus on what should be done and how it should be done. In 

a situation of high uncertainty--both technical and political--new 

information and shifting coalitions can quickly cut support for parti-

cular projects. One corollary is that even an agency with extraordinary 

political insights at a given time cannot fashion a program that will 

survive unchanged over the years. 

19 
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In short, trying to set policy in the traditional way will not 

work as expected--a point worth examining in some detail. For along with 

making programs vulnerable to outside lawsuits, the absence of agreement 

also causes unexpected coordination problems within the government. 

In particular, Congress and the regulatory agencies find it hard 

to establish stable policies to guide program planners. Regulatory 

agencies, for instance, may update regulations in light of new tech-

nical information. For its part, Congress is always sensitive to 

changes in public opinion; if no consensus exists and if public 

views shift ove:r time, then Congress will not take a "hands-off'' atti-

tude towards the program. 

The resulting fluctuations in Congressional and regulatory policies 

means that DOE finds it next to impossible to develop its waste manage-

ment programs and associated projects in a traditional step-by-step, 

"sequential" manner. 26 Such step-by-step decision-making once was 

the standard procedure for deciding what energy facilities to build 

and where to put them. For instance, a state legislature would pass 

a law setting general policy about electrical generating stations. 

Then the appropriate regulatory agency would issue regulations and 

produce agency case law, giving planners in the utilities a good idea 

of what projects would meet with agency approval. Decision-making 

thus would be "sequential"--a fairly smooth process of legislative 

action, agency regulations, utility planning, and agency review and 

approval. Periodically the legislature would review the agency's 

performance but generally would leave basic policy intact and stable. 
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But waste management is different. Gi-ven the technical and 

political uncertainties, overall policies are unstable and unpredictable. 

As a Tesult, DOE has no firm ideas of what kinds of projects will be 

finally approved by either federal or state officials, In fact, 

while some Tegulations obviously will be written in advance, -much 

basic policy--that is, many basic political decisions--will be made 

after specific projects are proposed, not before. That is, policy

making and program design will go hand-in-hand. Both policy-makers 

and DOE officials find themselves groping for solutions, in a pro-

cess that is anything but smooth. Under these conditions,decision

making necessarily becomes a process of continually1naking proposals 

and then rewriting them in response to political Teactions--a process 

more "iterative" than "sequential." 

This is an awkward kind of process. Within the federal government 

itself, actors ~ake decisions without fully knowing what other actors 

will do; frequently someone will ~ake a decision, knowing full well 

that it may be overturned later in the light of new formal policies or 

shifts in the underlying political cliwate. Political leaders, for 

instance, lllake budgets and program decisions knowing that changes in 

the -views of major constituencies may lead them to change theiT minds, 

They also want lllOTe technical and political information before they 

commit themsel-ves to a long-term program but are often unsure of exactly 

what information they want. Regulators in the waste management field 

aTe expected to develop .design standards and siting criteria--at least 

tentative ones--but without any firm policy instructions or detailed 
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information on the technologies involved. For its paTt, the EneTgy 

DepaTtment is expected to identify and evaluate options but without 

knowing what Tegulatory CTiteTia these options might have to meet. 

No one goveTilJilental actor is able to Teach "final" decisions until 

getting something from the otheTs, each side is engaged in a~tual 

guessing game, and the whole process is o-ften long and ti111e-consuming. 

People must act and do, but frequently the result aTe programs that 

mustoe peTiodicallyrevised. 

This kind of process is paTticularly difficult f:rom those who 

plan and implement programs. Civil servants usually want--and feel 

they need--stable policy instTUctions and a predictable political en

vironment. Technical agencies particularly want them: their programs 

involYe long lead-times, the difficulties and costs of111ajor program 

shifts in-mid-projects aTe often enormous, and the personnel (often 

engineeTs) are t--rained to design projects to Jileet clear, detailed cri .... 

teTia. They tend to want eitheT clear ''marching ordeTs" or to be left 

alone ..... to let their "eJCpeTts" handle the pTogram. A buTeaucTacy that 

receives no such ordeTs, yet is constantly watched and criticized, tends 

to become confused, cautious, and frustrated. It also may want to pTo

ceed with an established line of policy even if the political climate 

shifts. But again, otheT federal actors--with theiT own particular jobs 

and constituencies--may want to change the program as the politics change. 

Something similarly "iteTative" inevitably takes place in federal

state Telations, as well. State and local officials, inteTest gToup 

leaders, and geneTal citizens aTe asked for their views, yet Temain 
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wary of committing themselyes until they get more information on 

options and possible consequences. Yet the Energy Department needs 

state political views and state permission for exploration in order 

to define what best options are. The point about exploration is a 

particularly good example of how nuclear waste policy~making can 

take on a certain "catch-22" quality. The states .and others want 

competent proposals from the Energy Department. To get information 

on particular sites and geologies the Department needs physical access 

to these sites. Yet the states, distrusting the Department and fearing 

that any half-way suitable site will be selected for a full-scale re

pository, resist giYing federal officials this access. The situation 

can become one of stalemates. 27 

Such stalemate will be the result of iterative decision-making, 

unless formal decision procedures are designed to build steady if some~ 

times tenuous, political .agreement. The key to this is the early iden

tification of major program options, the gathering of information about 

them, open discussion of them, and the negotiation ofEUtually-accep~ 

table policies. But this is easier said than done. What strategies 

can be--and are being~-used to actually do these things? And how can 

consultation and concnxrence help? 

A four-step .approach seems to be evolving in the waste Jllanagement 

field, Understanding it and improving it would seem essential if value 

disputes over waste policy are to be resolYed and consensus built. The 

four steps are: 
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• Settling what can be settled on. The first step has been 

to seek agreement on those basic substantive and procedural 

issues that are amenable to early resolution. For instance, 

the Interagency Review Group and Congress have 1I!ade consider~ 

able progress toward developing widely-supported general poli

cies on substance (e.g., use of multiple sites, investigations 

o£ multiple ~edia, agreement on a goal of eventual geologic, 

pennanent disposal) and policies on procedure (e.g., the idea 

o£ consultation and concurrence, the emerging consensus in 

favor of letting Congress make the final decision on whether 

DOE shall submit a particular proposal to the NRC). Additional 

interagency and Congressional deliberations ~ight narrow the 

range of disagreement on other issues. 

• Refining procedures. When agreement on details of substance 

cannot be reached soqn, a "fall-back" position is to develop 

a widely-support process for settling such substantive differ

ences. Considerable progress has been ~ade on this front, as 

efforts continue to ~efine the broadly-supported concepts of 

consultation and concurrence and a national plan. 

• Developing options and information on them. As we've seen, 

technical uncertainty--combined with a reluctance to make 

decisions about dangerous wastes until the uncertainties 

are resolyed--is at the root of the present difficulties in 

developing social consensus and clear policy. Developing ~ore 

information is thus i~portant. Todd La Porte has discussed 

the situation this way: when federal officials ask politicians 

and citizens for policy direction, the response should be to 

ask them first to identify the options and the likely conse

quences of each of them. In this way, he suggests, leaders 

and the public will have a basis for judging alternatives 
28 

and evaluating what the Energy Department recommends. How-

ever, such a strategy requires changes in the way technical 

agencies work. Traditionally DOE and its predecessors chose 
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to pursue one waste management option, leaving the public with 

little comparative information and itself with no "back-up plan" 

if that one favored option met with political opposition. DOE 

and ONWI are now in the process of researching a variety of geo

logical and technical options. How they might better equip 

themselves to identify these and related organizational and 

regionalization options will be discussed later in this paper. 

• Negotiations over options and details. Again, DOE cannot formu

late widely-accepted program proposals by itself. In the absence 

of some social consensus, too many political actors with diffi

cult-to-discern views are involved for the Department to be able 

to do the necessary political "calculations." Resolutions of 

value disputes must therefore be negotiated, and over time, since 

people's political reactions only will develop as they gradually 

review options and information. Creating forums for negotiating 

key value differences among interested groups thus remains a 

high priority. 

This emerging four-step approach to building agreement and setting 

policy is, in effect, a process of mutual "political learning"29--a pro-

cess by which government and interest groups learn about problems and 

options and gradually narrow their differences. It involves much con-

sultation and bargaining and inevitably is a long process, even with 

periodic attempts to legislate a "comprehensive solution". Research 

and development assumes a special role in such a process, becoming 

doubly important politically: not only does it help with verification 

of facts but also facilitates the evaluation of program options. 

Consultation and concurrence can help, as well, mainly by becoming 

a forum for information exchange, serious discussions of options, and 

serious negotiations between the states and federal government over 
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matters of substance. 

Several points about negotiation deserve further elaboration. 

In the first place, a simple exchange of information and views will 

not resolve disputes over nuclear waste policy and sites; again the 

value differences and skepticism are too real and deep for that. If 

the Energy Department wants to get voluntary cooperation from the 

states, it must be willing and able to negotiate with the states and 

adjust its plans and programs to reflect the bargains struck. Nego

tiations over timing, financing, compensation, regulations affecting 

the facilities, and even generic design criteria, are vital. 

Second, though, there is still a limit to what can be settled 

through negotiation. As mentioned earlier, people won't "negotiate 

on safety"--they will not accept a facility, no matter what compensa

tion is offered, if they believe it to be inherently unsafe. In this 

situation, the Department's options are to verify that the design is 

"safe" (by the local co11111lunity's definition), "improve" the design, or 

look elsewhere for a site. 

Third, a negotiation strategy of this type suggests a particular 

meaning for the concept of "concurrence." Much of the discussion at 

the Orcas Island conference and elsewhere focuses on what one might 

call "formal concurrence," that is, official state positions .on various 

DOE proposals. Some such formal statements are probably desirable, 

particularly when the Department wants state support for an applica

tion to the NRC and perhaps at the site-banking stage. But these 

discussions have limitations. Aside from an unfortunate tendency 
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to be divorced from any hard analyses of what conflicts might need 

resolution and what conditions might foster agreement, they also 

often take an overly narrow and legalistic view of concurrence. Ex-

cept at the end of the site evaluation process, fixed permanent go/no-

go decisions by the states simply cannot be expected in this highly 

unstable political climate. State attitudes will change over time, 

and efforts to push states into early binding decisions are likely 

to backfire: faced with the prospect that a particular site,later 

may develop serious problems, most states will oppose that site 

if pressed to make an early commitment. 

The best chance of gaining state support is to be sensitive to 

its political concerns and questions and to adjust both R&D and repo-

sitory designs accordingly. Such a "process-oriented" view of concur-

renee is shared by the staff of the State Planning Council. In their 

definition they emphasize both negotiation and verification; 

Concurrence, as used here, is an incremental 
process evolving from continuous consultation between 
Federal agencies and States or Tribes, so as to reach 
agreements with effective participation by State/Local/ 
Tribal governments in the decision-making process. 
Concurrence involves the growth of confidence of the 
public and elected officials based on a gradually 
maturing technical consensus reflecting agreement 
that the implications and conclusions reached by the 
research and development program have been appropriately 
analyzed.30 

In short, it may be more prudent for the Department to check with 

each potential host state on a regular basis, and to proceed with its 

plans if it continues to receive "informal concurrence" from key leaders. 

If major questions or objections develop, DOE may find it more constructive 
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to enlarge its research effort or to change its proposals rather than 

give into the temptation to threaten preemption. 

What this half of the paper concludes, then, is that a strategy 

of "verification and negotiation" appears to be the way most likely 

to reduce conflict and build political agreement about nuclear waste 

policy. "Consultation and concurrence" processes should be designed 

with this strategy in mind. 

III. Consultation and concurrence's relation to·other·conflict-reso

lution mechanisms 

A. Seven mechanisms 

Consultation and concurrence of course is only one of several 

decision-making and conflict-resolution processes now used to formu-

late nuclear waste policy--mechanisms where people meet, discuss views 

and options, and, one hopes, eventually settle factual and value dis-

putes. These mechanisms include: 

• consultation and concurrence (oriented toward federal-state 

discussions of site-specific issues) 

• the State Planning Council (which serves as a forum for 

aggregating and conununicating state views on "generic", 

i.e., national issues) 

• DOE programs for public review and participation (include 

provisions for public conun_ent on environmental impact state

ments and the new national plan for waste management) 

• DOE research and development programs 

• federal interagency committees (designed to settle dif

ferences among agencies and, to a degree, differences among 

a constituencies these agencies respond to) 

• NRC rule-making (a political as well as technically-based 

effort to set safety and siting criteria) 
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• the Congress and White House (forums for debating "large", 

national issues and for setting the budget). 

In the pages that follow I want to discuss three questions about 

how the tasks of verification and negotiationmight be divided. among 

these seven mechanisms and what this implies for the design of C&C 

processes. These three topics are: 

• How far might Congressional legislation go toward resolving-

and preventing--major nuclear waste disputes? FoT instance, 

what would be the effect if S. 2189 WeTe to become law, and 

what would this effect imply foT the Tole and organization 

of C&C PTOcesses? 

• How might the tasks of verification and negotiation be di

vided between consultation and concUTrence and the other non

Congressional mechanisms? In particula~. given theiT paTti

cular capacities, motivations, and degree of credibility, how 

many waste disputes are they likely to Tesolve and how much 

of the job aTe they likely to formally oT informally leave 

to C&C? Particular attention will be paid to pTesent and 

possible future role of the State Planning Council. 

• Finally, what do the answers to the above questions about 

C&C's role imply for how consultation and concUTrence efforts 

should be organized and operated? 

I want to discuss two other preliminaTy points before turning to 

these questions. First, the less federal policy on waste incoTPorates 

widely-supported settlements ofmajor national disputes, themoTe dif-

ficult will be the job of site-specific processes such as consultation 

and concurTence. That is, some issues aTe "generic" and of broad national 

inteTest--factual and normative questions such as how "safe".and reliable 

a particulaT type of facility is, what safety standaTds are to be used 
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at all facilities, how wastes are to be distributed around the coun-

try, federal policies on compensation. A general rule-of-thumb is 

that the less these "generic" issues are resolved in national forums, 

and resolved to the satisfaction of major interest groups, the more 

such disputes will be injected into site-specific discussions. That 

is, critics will want these national issues discussed and settled in 

some forum, and will intervene and even seek to delay site proceedings 

if the issues have not been resolved earlier. 31 

Second, to date most discussions of how to implement consultation 

and concurrence have focused on what its formal features should be--such 

as what issues it should address, who should speak for the federal govern-

ment and who for the states, the rights of potential host and affected 

states, and, of course, formal procedures for resolving federal-state 

impasses. Several good discussions of these questions and associated 

. '1 bl 32 opt1ons are now ava1 a e. But while these questions are crucial, 

they also should be analyzed in terms of what tasks C&C will face, par-

ticularly which verification and negotiation tasks are likely to fall 

to it instead of to other conflict-resolution mechanisms. The follow-

ing section is a preliminary attempt to such an analysis. 

B. Congress and S. 2189 

Two particular questions can be asked of a Congressional nuclear 

waste bill: 

• How 111uch does it reflect a "working agreement" among major 

parties, especially the industry, actiYe state officials, 

and influential critics? That is, how far does the bill's 
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legislative formula itself go toward resolYing current 

disputes over values and facts? How far does it go 

toward establishing a widely-supported procedure for 

resolving remaining disagreements? 

• Also, would it make the job of a consultation and con

currence process easier or more difficult than the situ

ation C&C efforts now face? 

Since S.2189 passed the Senate in 198033--the first camprehensiye 

nuclear waste bill to be approved by either House--let's ask these ques

tions of it ... First, its technical/programmatic strategy for high-level 

wastes calls for the relatively rapid development of away-from-reactor 

(AFR) storage facilities and for a :monitored long:..tel."lD retrievable sto

rage facility; it also calls for continued research on geological dis

posal. Industry sources like these provisions34 but enviromnentalists, 

the federal Interagency Review Group, and the State Planning Council 

all have called for a program that emphasizes geological disposal rather 

than monitored storage. 35 States in particular seem concerned about 

how long "temporary" storage in either an AFR facility or a :monitored 

unit might last. If these provisions of the bill become law, a key 

dispute between the states and the federal position (as reflected in 

the bill) will remain unresolved, complicating the job of C&C by adding 

one more subject that requires negotiation. 

Secon~passage of S.2189 may require that :more facilities be built 

than might be required by a geological disposal strategy--increasing 

the number of sites C&C processes must address. For instance, environ-

mentalists envision fewer APR's and no monitored facility. However, 
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the construction of one monitored facility may delay the number of 

permanent repository sites needed, at least in the short term. In 

the short term, then, this strategy might make C&C's task easier. 

Third comes the bill's legal/procedural framework of consulta-

tion, state opportunity to object, and Congressional resolution of 

state-DOE stalemates. It has drawn little criticism and much support. 

Even the State Planning Council rejects the idea of an outright state 

veto and calls for Congress to settle these stalemates, though the 

SPC's recommended procedure differs somewhat from the bill's. 36 The 

bill also would facilitate the consultation and concurrence process by 

giving DOE formal authority to enter into C&C agreements and by extend-

ing the life of the SPC. 

Finally, the programmatic and procedural sections of the bill 

dealing with low-level nuclear waste are in line with recommendations 

from the State Planning Council and the National Governors' Association. 

They have encountered no substantial criticism. 

The most controversial sections of the bill, then, deal with the 

APR's, with the monitored storage facility, and with the rapid time-

table for building both of them. The assumption of the nuclear pro-

ponents who support this approach is that the sooner new waste faci-

lities are constructed, the sooner public support for nuclear power 
-------~··-~· ------ -- ____________ ........., 

. 1 . 11 . 37 H h" · · 1n genera w1 1ncrease. owever, t 1s assumpt1on 1s not proven -and in fact may be wrong. Environmentalists and state officials will 

be wary of this "retrievable storage" strategy and perhaps hostile 

enough towards it that they will actively oppose these facilities and 
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keep the waste controversy very much in the public eye. Moreover, 

the history of the last serious attempt to adopt retrievable storage-

the Retrievable Surface Storage Facility proposal of the early 1970's-

provides little confidence that public groups will support the idea 

38 now. 

S.2189's advocates seem to want to "stop the endless debates" and 

"get on with the job" of building new facilities to hold high-level 

waste. Thus they support the idea of stipulating through legislation 

what will be built, when it will be built, and directing DOE to pick 

sites and start design work. Their attitude is understandable, but 

their confidence in their ability to settle matters may be seriously 

misplaced. 

This kind of "decision-forcing" strategy .may "work" in some 

energy debates. For instance, in 1976 there were three competing 

proposals for how to transport Alaskan North Slope natural gas to the 

lower forty-eight states. Congress saw the prospect of long, drawn

out government proceedings on which proposal to approve and passed 

the Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation Act, directing the relevant 

agencies to cooperate and setting a firm schedule by which the govern

ment would decide if any of the proposals should be approved and, if 

so, which one. The process "worked" in the sense that a firm, docmnen

ted, and widely-supported decision was made andnade according to the 

law's timetable. 

But it "worked" largely because certain "preconditions" for quick 

political decision-making were present: a clear set of gas transportation 
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options , exhaustive data on these three competing options, a 

relatively clear idea of the particular safety and environmental 

risks associated with each proposal, no perceived need for large 

amounts of additional research and development, clear political in-

formation on who supported each option, a clear understanding of who 

would build and operate the gas transportation system, general agree-

ment on which safety criteria should apply and who should regulate any 

complete system, and a sense of urgency about the need to consider new 

sources of natural gas. Given these factors, a broad consensus in fa-

vor of deciding the transportation issue developed relatively soon. 

It is only because of this consensus that the bill passed Congress 

so easily, and only because of the consensus, the abundance of infor-

mation, and the clear political positions (which facilitated bargaining) 

that the Congressional timetable could be met. 

!'/ 
It is clear that the equivalent "preconditions" for making nuclear 

A 

siting decisions now exist. S.2189's "decision-forcing" strategy might 
A 

not work. If not, then the verification and negotiation tasks falling 

to those C&C processes handling APR's and the monitored facility would 

be enormous, and perhaps impossible to perform in the timeframe envi..; 

sioned by the bill. 

C. C&C '. s place among the· other nort.;.Congressional mechanisms 

Again, the other mechanisms are the State Planning Council, DOE 

programs for public participation and for research and development, 

federal interagency committees, and NRC rule-Eaking. The questions 

here are: Who is now doing what in terms of verification and negotiation? 
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In particular, which of these tasks are falling to C&C, either by 

design or default? And which of these groups are best-equipped to 

handle verification and negotiation tasks beyond those they now have? 

The answers to such broad questions are necessarily speculative. 

Verification. DOE research and developmentprograms remain 

crucial. Again, without sound and well-documented research findings, 

technical uncertainties, factual disputes, and safety concerns will 

remain high. This is not a task that procedural mechanisms such as 

C&C or SPC deliberations can perform. The Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion can perform research of its own and take up some of the slack 

if DOE research programs produce unconvincing or inconclusive results. 

Comments on EIS's and the national plan, and DOE's response to 

these comments, will play a big role in either verifying or challenging 

DOE's assertions about the safety of its proposals. The more diffi

culty DOE has with establishing its credibility through these forums, 

the more the burden of verification/non-verification will fall on con

sultation and concurrence channels. How NRC conducts its licensing 

hearings will have a large impact on how much the public trusts the 

Commission's judgments of the safety of DOE designs. And of all of 

the non-DOE forums, the NRC and the U.S. Geological Survey--the latter 

acting through the interagency process--have the most technical capa

bility and thus the greatest capacity to address scientific and tech

nical questions. The USGS role could be particularly important, since 

it is a high-reputation agency whose strength lies in one of DOE's most

criticized areas--the geology and hydrology of mined repositories. 
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However, its ability to evaluate DOE's engineering is limited and the 

NRC will not formally review a DOE repository design until after a host 

state is asked for its views. In political terms, evaluations of the 

site-specific technology will fall primarily to state officials and 

the C&C process. 

Negotiation. The burden of proposing "solutions" to those gene

ric policy issues not previously resolved by Congress will fall on the 

Energy Department, the federal interagency process, and the new State 

Planning Council. NRC is limited to passing judgment on the technical 

and related merits of proposals, and in any case lacks the political 

expertise and legitimacy to be a forum for arranging bargains on such 

matters as the distribution of wastes, compensation, and so forth. 

The exception is that it can set conditions on a license, creating 

the possibility of some informal negotiation between DOE and the states 

over safety features. Consultation and concurrence may prove to be an 

excellent mechanism for arranging deals for specific repositories, but 

its organization on a state by state basis makes it ill-equipped to 

facilitate bargains on generic national issues. 

Arranging bargains on these generic matters requires certain 

preconditions: the agency must have the organizational resources 

to solicit and analyze the value preferences of a large number of 

groups; the political skill necessary to arrange proposed deals; 

political legitimacy; and the influence over programs and budgets 

to help translate bargains arranged into actual policy. 

DOE's own planning operation is one candidate for this task of 
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facilitating negotiations and conflict-resolution. Does it have the 

necessary preconditions? The answer is an unqualified ''maybe." The 

new national plan could serve as an appropriate vehicle. Through it, 

DOE has the opportunity to raise important generic issues, make ten

tative recommendations, solicit broad state and public comment, and 

suggest new policies aimed at gaining wide public support. Certainly 

some of the necessary preconditions exist here. The DepaTtment has 

great organizational and technical resources, and the vaTious interest 

groups surrounding it are well-organized and can present cogent state

ments and recommendations. But the area of "political skill" may pose 

a problem. In the first place, extraordinary "skill" is required to 

get bargains in an area marked by political polarization and few incen

tives to resolve value differences quickly. Second, it is not clear 

that the Department has the motivation or the skill to act as something 

of a "neutral" broker of political interests. This is not meant as a 

criticism of the Department; rather it was created to be one kind of 

agency--a technical one charged with developing certain programs--not 

as a "brokering" entity. 

The Department does have the legitimacy to address these issues 

and to recommend policies and legislation regarding them. However, 

some critics may charge that while it now has formal legitimacy, it 

lacks real credibility. The question of whether the national planning 

process will have real influence over policy also remains open, largely 

because of the unresolved issues of what level of detail it will have, 

how it will tie into the budget and legislative processes, and whether 
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Congress will be influenced by it. 

The interagency approach was used Tecently, of couTse, to develop 

PTesident CaTteT's policy on nucleaT wastes. In the pTocess the InteT

agency Review GToup served as a foTUm foT Teconciling the views of DOE 

with those of otheT majoT fedeTal agencies. The limitation of this 

appToach, though, is that it TequiTes gTeat time and effOTt, It sim

ply cannot be used very often, though a continuing inteTagency group-

such as the one that now exists--can usefully tTansmit information and 

comments. It is likely to be most useful foT scientific and site-re

lated matteTs, less useful foT otheT issues such as financing and com

pensation. 

The pTesent, and possible futuTe, Tole of the State Planning Council 

is an inteTesting subject. To date the Council has taken amoTe active 

and expert Tole than might normally be expected of a paTt-time group of 

busy people, served by a very small staff of shoTt-ter.m detailees. Yet 

the Council had gTeat influence oveT the low-level waste sections of 

S.2189, has lobbied the House and Senate on a Tange of issues, and has 

influenced DOE actions Telating to consultation and concUTrence. SeveTal 

factoTs seem to have helped the Council: a credible and influential 

set ofmembeTs; expeTienced staffers; an ability to dTawupon the woTk 

of the National Governors' Association and the National ConfeTence of 

State Legislators; highvisibility and good access; a willingness to 

be active; and frequentneetings and timely advise to CongTess and 

DOE. So faT the Council has seTYed pTimaTily as a -vehicle foT communi

cating state views to the federal actOTs. 
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The Council seems reluctant to take a formal, official 

stand on issues that the states have not debated and formed a con

sensus on. This point suggests that if the Council wants to take 

the lead in resolving important generic issues, it might do so by 

first raising these matters with the Governors' Association and the 

Conference of State Legislators, encoUTaging them to debate the issues, 

and then communicating the recommendations to CongTess and DOE. 

In the same way, the Council might ask the states what kind of 

C&C process they want and then make appropTiate suggestions to the 

Energy Department. Possible subjects for discussion might include 

what kinds of experts the states feel they need and want DOE to fund, 

what the states feel are the greatest unTesolved factual questions, and 

so forth. Such activities would complement the Council's pTesent work 

in developing "roadmaps" to guide consultation and concurrence during 

the various phases from site exploration to site selection to construc

tion, operation, and decommissioning. 

D. Organizing consultation and concUrrence eff6rts 

Finally, there is the question of what features a consultation 

and concurrence process needs if it is to foster dispute-settling 

negotiations in this particular polarized political climate. While 

any answer is necessarily speculative, I would like to mention three 

points. 

First, a clear legal separation should be made between the dif

ferent stages of the repository siting process, particularly between 

the site exploration stage and the site selection stage. This 
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separation will guarantee that formal legal proceedings and separate 

informal negotiations occur before the Department selects a site. To 

the degree the Department lacks the legal authority to offer such 

assurances, it should seek that authority. Otherwise, getting permis

sion for even site exploration and characterization will be difficult. 

The Swedes have encountered little opposition to their Strippa mine 

experiments partly because government agencies generally are moTe trusted 

there but also because of clear assurances that the site would not be 

automatically turned into a permanent Tepository. 

Second, C&C process negotiations should involve all key state and 

federal decision-makers or their staffs. Regardless of any formal DOE

sponsored discussions, final political decisions about a proposed repo

sitory will be made like any other major policy decision: by bargaining 

among governors, top state legislators, senior bureaucrats, Congressmen, 

the White House, and major interest group leaders. Failure to include 

these people with the final authority in on-going C&C discussions could 

jeopardize the federal-state agreements reached. 

Third, perhaps the most important question about consultation and 

concurrence is not how discussions with the states will be organized 

but rather how the Energy Department will structure itself to solicit, 

absorb, and use the information gathered. In the absence of conscious 

efforts to the contrary, it is possible that the C&C process will be 

almost completely separated from programmatic and budgetary decision

making. This separation is particularly possible because of the de

centralized way in which various DOE branches and laboratories 
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conduct site selection and engineering design activities. For in

stance, insights from one state about which technical questions are 

politically important there--and perhaps elsewhere--and warrant fur

ther investigation may never reach an engineering team doing relevant 

research in a distant national laboratory. 

The proposed national plan may or may not serve as an effective 

mechanism for integrating C&C findings with the rest of the program, 

though as we saw earlier it is not even clear how the planning process 

will be linked with general policy-making, let alone with consultation 

and concurrence efforts. In any event, the question of how to connect 

C&C efforts with the rest of DOE's waste management program deserves 

further attention. 

IV. Conclusion 

This paper has tried to analyze the unusually complex political 

disputes that now exist in nuclear waste politics, and has suggested 

that a strategy of ''verification and negotiation" is an effective way 

to implement consultation and concurrence. That is, such a strategy 

is likely to help resolve the disputes and build agreement on policy 

and sites. 

Special attention should be given to how consultation and concur

rence activities will fit in with other efforts to settle waste manage

ment conflicts. For instance, having good research results to "verify" 

is an obvious prerequisite to any attempts at "verification"; at the 

same time, early C&C discussions can help identify exactly what further 
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research is needed. 

In the final analysis, C&C should be seen as a forum in which 

the Department of Energy can learn of state concerns, discuss options, 

and gradually develop much-needed trust and accommodation. Strategies 

for implementing consultation and concurrence should be designed accor-

d . 1 39 J.ng y. 
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